It was recently found that the spin-orbit (SO) coupling can help to create stable matter-wave solitons in spinor Bose-Einstein condensates in the two-dimensional (2D) free space. Being induced by external laser illumination, the effective SO coupling can be applied too in a spatially confined area. Using numerical methods and the variational approximation (VA), we build families of 2D solitons of the semi-vortex (SV) and mixed-mode (MM) types, and explore their stability, assuming that the SO-coupling strength is confined in the radial direction as a Gaussian. The most essential result is identification, by means of the VA and numerical methods, of the minimum size of the spatial confinement for which the 2D system maintains stable solitons of the SV and MM types.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many-body self-trapping has been drawing much interest in studies of atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). In particular, creation of stable two-and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) solitons in is a challenging issue, as the usual cubic self-attraction destabilizes all formally available multidimensional solitons due to the possibility of the collapse [1, 2] . Two schemes were theoretically elaborated to solve the stability problem for matter-wave solitons in the 2D and 3D free space. One is the use of nonlocal nonlinearity, which may be induced by the Van der Waals interactions between Rydberg atoms [3] , dipole-dipole interactions between atoms or molecules carrying magnetic or electric dipolar moments [4] [5] [6] , or the microwave-mediated local field effect in spinor BECs [7] . The second scheme relies upon the beyond-mean-field corrections, induced by quantum fluctuations, add the Lee-Huang-Yang (LHY) terms to the underlying Gross-Pitaevskii equations (GPEs). The latter approach has made it possible to theoretically predict [9] - [11] and experimentally create self-trapped "quantum droplets", in dipolar [12] [13] [14] and binary BECs [15] [16] [17] .
Recently, an unexpected result was reported, predicting a possibility to create absolutely stable (ground-state) and metastable matter-wave solitons in the 2D [18] and 3D [19] free space, respectively, with the help of the spin-orbit (SO) coupling, which can be induced in binary (pseudo-spinor) BEC by means of appropriate laser fields, see original works [20] - [22] and reviews [23] - [25] . While a majority of experimental works aimed to create the SO coupling in effectively 1D settings, an experimental realization of an effectively 2D SO coupling was reported too [26, 27] . In the setting considered in Ref. [18] , the SO coupling can protect 2D solitons against collapsing, creating a ground state [29] , which is otherwise missing in 2D GPEs with the cubic self-attraction [30] - [32] . The collapse remains possible in the presence of SO coupling, starting with the norm of the input which exceeds the threshold value for the onset of the 2D collapse. Similar settings can be implemented in optics, predicting the creation of spatiotemporal solitons ("light bullets") in planar dual-core waveguides with the self-focusing Kerr nonlinearity [33, 34] . Further, the interplay between the SO coupling and anisotropic dipole-dipole interactions in 2D free space can create stripe solitons [35] , solitary vortices [36] , and gap solitons [37] (2D free-space gap solitons can also be created in SO-coupled BECs with contact interactions, at appropriate values of parameters [38] ). Recently, it was also found that the combination of LHY and SO-coupling terms in 2D creates anisotropic "quantum droplets" in spinor BECs [11] .
Previous works on 2D and 3D solitons in SO-coupled BECs tacitly assumed that the SO-couplings was applied homogeneously in the entire space. Because this effect is engineered by applied laser fields, it can be applied in a spatially confined area. This possibility was analyzed, in the framework of the 1D SO-coupling model, in Ref. [39] . While stable 1D matter-wave solitons can be created without the use of the SO coupling [40] - [42] , [43] , the analysis reported in Ref. [39] has revealed new possibilities, such as the creation of stable two-soliton bound states. The purpose of the present work is to construct 2D solitons supported by spatially confined SO coupling, which is a challenging issue, as 2D solitons are unstable without the SO coupling. Thus, in particular, a relevant problem is to identify the minimum area carrying the SO coupling which is necessary to maintain the solitons' stability. We address this problem, assuming an isotropic shape of the spatial modulation of the local SO strength, with a Gaussian dependence on the radial coordinate. The results are obtained by means of an analytical variational approximation (VA) and systematic numerical calculations. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the model and VA are introduced in Sections II and III, respectively, and numerical results, including their comparison with predictions of the VA are summarized in Section IV. The paper is concluded by Sec. V.
II. THE MODEL
As said above, we consider the binary BECs, with a pseudo-spinor wave function (φ + , φ − ), whose components are SO-coupled in a finite 2D area. The mean-field model of this system is based on the Lagrangian,
where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate expression. The SO coupling of the Rashba type is accepted here, with a strength confined to values of the radial coordinate r L:
where and λ 0 ≡ 1 may be fixed by means of rescaling. Further, γ is the relative strength of the cross attraction, while the strength of the self-attraction is normalized to be 1. The Hamiltonian corresponding to Lagrangian (1) is
where E K,N,SOC are densities of kinetic, interaction, and SO-coupling energies, respectively. The GPE system is derived from Lagrangian (1) as the Euler-Lagrange equations, written here in polar coordinates (r, θ), as suggested by the fact that λ is defined as a function of r in Eq. (3) [the following relations are useful is this context:
Note that the last terms in Eq. (5), produced by the r-dependence of λ, may be considered as a specific form of the Rabi coupling. Stationary solutions to Eq. (5) with chemical potential µ are looked for as
where functions u ± satisfy equations
which can be derived from their own Lagrangian density:
III. SEMI-VORTICES (SVS) AND THE VARIATIONAL APPROXIMATION (VA) FOR THEM
Equations (7) admit solutions in the form of a semi-vortex (SV):
with µ < 0. This ansatz is exactly compatible with Eq. (7), but real functions f (r) and g(r) must be found numerically. They exponentially decay ∼ exp − √ −2µr at r → ∞ [note that λ(r) vanishes at r → ∞, hence the SO-coupling does not affect the asymptotic form at r → ∞], and take finite values, f (r = 0) = 0 and g(r = 0) = 0, at r = 0, with zero values of the derivatives: f ′ (r = 0) = g ′ (r = 0) = 0. The SV may be approximated by the Gaussian variational ansatz, with different amplitudes, A and B, and common width W , cf. Ref. [18] :
The substitution of this ansatz in Lagrangian density (8) and spatial integration yields the effective Lagrangian corresponding to the ansatz:
which gives rise to the variational equations,
The total norm of ansatz (10) is
In particular, analysis of Eqs. (12) and (13) reproduces the known fact [18] that, in the uniform space (L = ∞), SVs exist with norms falling below a limit value, N < N T , where N T is the norm of the Townes' soliton [1, 2, 44] produced by the single GPE in the 2D setting. The present version of the VA predicts the known approximate value, N (VA) T = 2π [45] , a numerically exact one being N T ≈ 5.85 3. Results produced by the VA for VSs are compared to numerical findings in the next section. In particular, the VA predicts the minimum size of the SO-coupling area, L cr , necessary for supporting 2D solitons.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Stationary semi-vortices (SVs) and mixed modes (MMs)
According to Ref. [18] , two types of 2D solitons, the above-mentioned SVs and mixed modes (MMs), can be produced by the SO-coupled GPEs. It is relevant to mention that, in the uniform space (L = ∞), the MMs exist with the norm falling below the limit value,
where N T is the above-mentioned norm of the Townes' soliton, which sets the limit for the SV's norm. Stationary SVs can be numerically obtained, solving Eq. (5) by means of the imaginary-time method, starting from input
with real constants A ± and α ± > 0. Note that this input is similar to, but different from variational ansatz (10) . Similarly, MMs are produced by the imaginary-time integration initiated by input
with α 1,2 > 0. Unlike Eq. (9), an ansatz built in the form of Eq. (16) is not compatible with Eq. (7). Nevertheless, the general structure represented by the ansatz, i.e., a superposition of vorticities (0, +1) and (0, −1) in the two components. is also featured by numerical solutions for the MM.
To address effects of confinement size L of the SO coupling, which is defined in Eq. (3), we define an effective radius of the soliton, as
where n(r) = |φ + (r)| 2 + |φ − (r)| 2 is the total density of the solution. For the SVs, it also relevant to define the relative share of the total number of atoms which are kept in the vortex component:
as per definition of N − given by Eq. (13). For MMs solutions, norms of their components are always equal. Dependences of these characteristics on L, obtained from numerical solutions, are produced below, along with results verifying stability of the solitons. Figures 1(a,b) display the chemical potentials and radii of the SVs and MMs, defined by Eq. (17), for characteristic values of other parameters, (N, γ) = (5, 1), as functions of the SO-coupling confinement size, L. Note that the values of µ and R for SVs and MMs are identical for γ = 1, which is a manifestation of the specific degeneracy of the soliton families in this case (in the uniform space, with L = ∞, the SVs and MMs are limit cases of a broader soliton family with an additional intrinsic parameter; the same may be true in the case of finite L, which should be a subject for additional analysis). Values of µ(L) and R(L) decrease with L varying from infinity to L ≈ 0.83, and then increase with the subsequent decrease of L. This behavior implies that, initially, the solitons undergo self-compression with the reduction of the size of the SO-coupling area, which is changed by expansion. As L approaches the critical value, L cr ≈ 0.4, at which the solitons suffer delocalization, R(L) asymptotically diverges, while µ(L) vanishes in the same limit. Solitons not exist at L < L cr . Further, 1(c) shows that the share of the total norm in the vortex component of the SV monotonously decay with the decrease of L, vanishing in the limit of L = L cr . A similar trend occurs for the MMs, in both components of which the vortex terms are vanishing at L → L cr . Figure 2 shows typical examples of stable SVs, as well as the amplitude and phase patterns of stable MMs, at different values of L. It is observed that the decrease of L makes the MM's shape more circular, which is a natural consequence of squeezing the mode by the spatial confinement. As concerns SVs, due to their axial symmetry they are displayed by means of the radial cross sections.
The critical size L cr being the most essential characteristic of the present setting, we display its dependence on N and γ in Fig. 3 . In particular, Fig. 3(a) shows comparison of the VA-predicted and numerically found curves L cr (N ) for SVs. The VA predicts L cr (N ) as the smallest value of L for which, with given N , numerical solution of variational equations (12) and (13) generates a meaningful solution for parameters A, B, and W . It is seen that the agreement is reasonable, the numerically generated SVs being somewhat more robust, as L cr is slightly smaller for them. Further, the identical equality of the values of L cr for SVs and MMs at γ = 1, observed in Fig. 3(a) , is a straightforward corollary of Eq. (14): in the limit of L → L cr , the vortex terms in the MM vanish, and this soliton degenerates into a bound states of two Townes' solitons, which gives rise to the expression for its norm obtained by means of rescaling (14) from N T . Then, M lim is identical to N T in the case of γ = 1. Furthermore, the same argument suggests that, for equal values of L cr and given γ, the respective limit values of N , at which L = L cr is attained by the SVs and MMs are related similarly to Eq. (14) :
which is corroborated by numerical data. It is worthy to note that, according to Eq. (19) L cr for SVs and MMs with equal norms are different at γ = 1. In particular, in Fig. 3(b) we display the L cr (γ) dependences for the two soliton species, which agree with the prediction of Eq. (19) . This panel also shows that L cr of both species decrease with the increase of γ.
The decrease of L cr with the increase of N and γ, clearly seen in Fig. 3 , is a natural trend, as the stronger nonlinearity, corresponding to larger N and/or γ, leads to self-compression of the solitons, making them less sensitive to the the spatial confinement of the SO coupling. Inverting dependence L cr (N ), displayed in Fig. 3(a) , i.e., considering it as N (L), one can interpret it in an alternative way: for given L, the SVs and MMs exist, severally, in regions while in the case of L = ∞ there is no lower norm threshold necessary for the existence of stable SVs and MMs [18] . Lastly, the fact that L cr , i.e., the localization size of the wave functions, remains finite at N → 0 in Fig. 3 (a) demonstrates that the spatially localized SO coupling plays the role of an effective trapping potential in the linear system. A similar effect was mentioned in Ref. [39] , where a 1D localized potential was induced by a finite area of SO-coupling.
For fixed values of L and γ, soliton families are naturally characterized by dependences µ(N ), which are displayed for L = 1 and 2 with γ = 1 in Fig. 4(a,b) , respectively. An essential fact is that µ(N ) curves satisfy the VakhitovKolokolov criterion, dµ/dN < 0, which is a well-known necessary stability condition for the solitons [1, 2, 46] . Moreover, the comparison between the numerical results and the VA-predicted dependence µ(N ) for SVs, see Eq. (12) , shows that they coincides very well for small values of N , deviating at larger N , the reason being that the simple ansatz (10) is not accurate enough for large norms. In addition, the comparison between typical numerically found shapes of the SV and the respective VA prediction is shown in Fig. 4(b,c) , showing qualitative agreement.
B. Stability of the 2D solitons
In Ref. [18] it was found that, in the uniform space (L = ∞), the SVs and MMs are stable, respectively, at γ ≥ 1 and γ ≥ 1, where they realize the ground state of the system, i.e., the energy minimum for given N . At γ > 1, the SVs, whose energy exceeds that of the MMs, are subject to weak instability, which sets them in spontaneous motion. Similarly, the MMs are unstable at γ < 1, where they tend to spontaneously rearrange into SVs, with lower energy.
In the present system, with L < ∞, the ground-state switch between SVs and MMs also happens. Fig. 5(a) shows the energies of the SVs and MMs with (N, L) = (3.5, 2) as a function of γ. It is seen that the SV and MM realize the energy minimum, which are always stable, at γ > 1 and γ < 1, respectively. Their energies are equal to each other at γ = 1, which is the system of the Manakov's type [47] . For the comparison's sake, µ(γ) curves for the same parameters are displayed in Fig. 5(b) , showing that µ SV = µ MM point is also at γ = 1, in accordance with the above-mentioned degeneracy of the soliton families in this case, cf. Fig. 4(a) . Note that both the ground states and ones different from them are produced here by the imaginary-time-integration method. In this connection, it is relevant to mention that non-ground states in SO-coupled systems were previously produced by means of the imaginary-time integration, provided that the input and integration procedure are subject to specific constraints, and the numerical algorithm is precise enough, to prevent a spontaneous transition to the ground states, see Refs. [11] , [18] , [34] , and [48, 49] .
Similar to the situation for L = ∞, explored in Ref. [18] , the solitons which do not correspond to the energy minimum tend to become unstable. However, in the system with finite L the instability, which includes spontaneous drift of the solitons, may be partly suppressed by the confinement. To illustrate the results, Fig. 6 displays simulated evolution of the density profiles for unstable MMs at γ = 0, and unstable SVs at γ = 2, at different values of L. It is seen that their drift is indeed confined by the finite values of L. Actually, the confinement may effectively suppress the MM's instability, as seen in Fig. 6(c) , or transform the MM into a robust a breather, see Fig. 6(b) . For the SVs which do not correspond to the energy minimum, the instability remains conspicuous even in the presence of the relatively tight spatial confinement. Lastly, in addition to the fundamental 2D solitons considered above, the SO-coupled system can also produce excited states [18, 48, 49] , which are produced by adding the same vorticity, S ≥ 1, to both components of the 2D soliton. In particular, excited states of SVs can be generated by input φ 
V. CONCLUSION
The objective of this work is to study the shapes and stability of 2D solitons of the SV (semi-vortex) and MM (mixed-mode) in the self-attractive pseudo-spinor BEC, with SO coupling applied in a confined area, following the analysis of effects of the spatial confinement in the 1D system [39] . Using numerical methods and the variational approximation, we have found that, with the decrease of the confinement radius, L, profiles shrink at first, and then expand to infinity (with the amplitude decaying to zero) when L approaches the critical value, L cr , below which 2D solitons do not exist. The dependences of L cr on the solitons' norm, N , and the relative strength of the crossattraction, γ, are produced, on the basis of numerical results, L cr being smaller for stronger nonlinearity, i.e., larger N and γ. In addition to the stability of the solitons which play the role of the ground state, i.e., SV at γ < 1 and MM at γ > 1, unstable MMs (which do not represent the ground state) may be partly stabilized by the spatial confinement of the SO coupling.
As an extension of the present work, a challenging possibility is to address 3D solitons in the binary BEC with a spatially confined strength of the SO coupling, following the analysis for the 3D uniform space developed in Ref. [19] .
